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Abstract
Let ('n) be a sequence of holomorphic self-maps of a Jordan domain G in
the complex plane. Under appropriate conditions on ('n), we construct an
H(G)-dense linear manifold {as well as a closed innite-dimensional linear
manifold{ all of whose non-zero functions have H(G)-dense orbits under the
action of the sequence of composition operators associated to ('n). Simulta-
neously, these functions also present maximal cluster sets along each member
of a large class of curves in G tending to the boundary.
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1. Introduction and notation
In recent years, there has been increasing interest in the study of the
existence of strange mathematical objects enjoying, simultaneously, other
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dierent (often seemingly contradictory) properties. Moreover, the problem
of determining large linear subspaces within nonlinear sets has recently at-
tracted the attention of many mathematician across dierent subelds of
innite dimensional analysis. Its growing interest is evidenced in the recent
terms of lineability and spaceability (see [1], [2], [3], [24]). We say that a sub-
set of an innite dimensional topological vector space X is dense-lineable or
algebraically generic (spaceable, resp.) provided it contains, except possibly
the origin, a dense (closed innite-dimensional, resp.) linear subspace of X.
In this paper, we deal with the phenomenon of hypercyclicity and its com-
patibility with the maximality of cluster sets of holomorphic functions; and
we are concerned with the linear structure of the family of functions exhibit-
ing doubly inner chaotic behavior in a planar domain. To be more precise,
our aim is to investigate both the dense-lineability and the spaceability of the
family of holomorphic functions being compositionally universal with respect
to a sequence of self-maps of a Jordan domain and, simultaneously, having
maximal cluster sets along every admissible curve (see below for denitions).
The exact statements will be provided in Section 3.
A domain in the complex plane C is a nonempty connected open subset
G  C. Recall that a domain G is said to be simply connected if C1 nG is
connected, where C1 denotes the extended complex plane C1 := C [ f1g.
If A  C, then A and @A will stand, respectively, for the closure and the
boundary of A in C1. In a slightly more general way than usual, we dene a
Jordan domain as a domain G  C such that @G is a homeomorphic image
of @D (so that, for instance, an open half-plane is a Jordan domain, but an
open strip is not because its boundary in C1 attains twice the innity point).
Here D = fz 2 C : jzj < 1g is the open unit disk. Of course, every Jordan
domain is simply connected.
If G is a domain in C, then H(G) denotes the vector space of holomorphic
functions in G, endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on com-
pacta. Under this topology, H(G) becomes a complete metrizable separable
topological vector space; in short, H(G) is a separable F-space.
Assume that G is a domain in C. If f : G ! C is a function and A
is a subset of G, then the cluster set of f along A is dened as the set
CA(f) = fw 2 C1 : there exists a sequence fzng1n=1 in A tending to some
point of @G such that f(zn) ! wg (see [17] and [30] for surveys of results
about cluster sets). It is clear that CA(f) 6= ; if and only if A is not relatively
compact in G.
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An important special instance of such a set A is that of a curve in G
tending to the boundary of G, that is, the trajectory of a continuous map  :
[0; 1)! G such that for each compact set K  G there is u0 = u0(K) 2 [0; 1)
with (u) 2 GnK for all u > u0. By abuse of language we sometimes identify
 = ([0; 1)). In this situation, we denote by  (G) the family of all curves
 in G tending to the boundary and having non-total boundary oscillation,
that is, (@G)n 6= ;. The set  (G) will be our family of \admissible" curves.
It is an interesting problem to obtain holomorphic functions withmaximal
cluster sets, that is, with cluster sets equal to C1 (see, for instance, the survey
[31]). If F is a family of subsets of G then MCS(F) will stand for the set
of functions f 2 H(G) satisfying CA(f) = C1 for all A 2 F . An answer to
this problem is furnished by the next theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a Jordan domain. We have:
(a) The set MCS( (G)) is residual in H(G).
(b) The set MCS( (G)) is dense-lineable in H(G).
Part (a) of it tells us that {for a rather large family of curves{ the set
of such holomorphic functions is topologically large, while part (b) asserts
that the same set is even algebraically large. Parts (a) and (b) can be found,
respectively, in [27, Section 4] and [10, Theorem 2.1] (see also [11] for related
results with operators). As a matter of fact, in [27] the original statement
was slightly dierent, but its proof can be easily adapted.
Moving on to hypercyclicity, assume that X;Y are two (Hausdor) topo-
logical vector spaces, and let L(X; Y ) denote the space of all continuous linear
mappings from X to Y . As usual, we denote L(X) := L(X;X) = foperators
on Xg. Let N be the set of positive integers. A sequence (Tn)  L(X; Y )
is said to be hypercyclic or universal whenever there is a vector x0 2 X,
called hypercyclic or universal for (Tn), whose orbit fTnx0 : n 2 Ng under
(Tn) is dense in Y . The hypercyclicity of (Tn) forces Y to be separable.
The set of hypercyclic vectors for (Tn) is denoted by HC((Tn)). An ope-
rator T on X is said to be hypercyclic whenever there is a vector x0 2 X,
called hypercyclic for T , whose orbit fT nx0 : n 2 Ng under the sequence of
iterates of T (T 1 = T; T 2 = T  T and so on) is dense in X. We denote
HC(T ) := HC((T n)). As for background on hypercyclicity, we refer to the
surveys [4], [15], [20], [21] and [22].
It is well known that HC(T ) is dense as soon as T is hypercyclic. Never-
theless, for hypercyclic sequences of mappings Tn between topological vec-
tor spaces, the set HC((Tn)) need not be dense. For any sequence (Tn) 
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L(X;Y ) we have that HC((Tn)) is a G subset of X provided that Y is
metrizable separable. The following theorem can be easily obtained.
Theorem 1.2. Assume that X is Baire and that Y is metrizable and sepa-
rable. Suppose that (Tn)  L(X;Y ). If HC((Tn)) is dense then HC((Tn))
is in fact residual in X. In particular, if X is a separable F-space and T is
hypercyclic then HC(T ) is residual.
Even a rich algebraic structure happens to be true. Namely, a result of
Herrero-Bourdon-Bes-Wengenroth (see [26], [16], [14], [32]) asserts that if X
is any topological vector space and T 2 L(X) is hypercyclic then there exists
a dense T -invariant linear subspaceM of X withM nf0g  HC(T ) (if X is a
Banach space, M can even be chosen such that dim(M) is the cardinality of
the continuum, see [7]). For general sequences (Tn)  L(X;Y ) we have the
assertion contained in the next Theorem 1.3, which is a slight improvement
of [6, Theorem 2]. We say that a sequence (Tn)  L(X;Y ) is hereditarily
densely hypercyclic if there is a strictly increasing sequence fnkg1k=1  N such
that HC((Tmk)) is dense in X for each strictly increasing subsequence (mk)
of (nk).
Theorem 1.3. Let X;Y be metrizable and separable, and (Tn) be a sequence
in L(X;Y ). If (Tn) is hereditarily densely hypercyclic, then HC((Tn)) is
dense-lineable in X.
A combination of Theorem 1.1(a) and Theorem 1.2 yields that, for a given
sequence (Tn)  L(H(G)), with G Jordan and HC((Tn)) dense, the set of
holomorphic functions in G having dense orbits under (Tn) and, simultane-
ously, having maximal cluster sets along every curve  2  (G) is residual.
Nevertheless, it is not clear whether from combining Theorem 1.1(b) and
Theorem 1.3 (assuming (Tn) hereditarily densely hypercyclic) one can obtain
the set MCS( (G)) \HC((Tn)) to be dense-lineable. Indeed, the intersec-
tion of two dense-lineable sets may well be empty: for instance, the subsets
A := fpolynomialsg n f0g and B := fp(z)  ez : p 2 Ag of X := H(C) are
evidently dense-lineable, but A \ B = ?.
Let us take a brief glance at the universality of sequences (C'n) of com-
position operators on H(G) generated by holomorphic self-maps 'n : G! G
(n 2 N). Recall that if ' : G ! G is holomorphic, then the composition
operator C' : H(G)! H(G) is dened as C'f = f  '. This topic has been
investigated by several mathematicians (see [23] and references therein). In
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some sense, a hypercyclic function with respect to composition with self-maps
presents inner chaotic behavior. According to [12], a sequence 'n : G ! G
(n 2 N) is called runaway if, for every compact set K  G there exists
N 2 N such that 'N(K) \ K = ;. In the case that the symbols 'n are
automorphisms (i.e., bijective holomorphic self-maps) of the domain G and
G is not isomorphic to the punctured plane C n f0g, it is proved in [12] that
the runaway property characterizes the hypercyclicity of (C'n). If the 'n's
are not necessarily automorphic, Grosse-Erdmann and Mortini [23, Theorem
3.2] (see also [28]) have demonstrated the next theorem. We say that a se-
quence 'n : G ! G (n 2 N) is injectively runaway if, for every compact
subset K of G, there is some N = N(K) 2 N such that 'N(K)\K = ; and
the restriction 'N jK is injective.
Theorem 1.4. Let ('n) be a sequence of holomorphic self-maps on a simply
connected domain G  C. The following are equivalent:
(a) The sequence (C'n) is universal on H(G).
(b) The sequence ('n) is injectively runaway.
(c) The sequence ('n) has a subsequence ('nj) for which every subsequence
is injectively runaway.
(d) The set HC((C'n)) is dense in H(G).
(e) The sequence (C'n) is hereditarily densely hypercyclic.
(f) The set HC((C'n)) is dense-lineable in H(G).
We note that [23, Theorem 3.2] states the equivalence (a){(c), but its
proof gives that each of (d) and (e) are also equivalent statements. The
equivalence of statement (f) follows immediately from Theorem 1.3.
Finally, turning our attention to closed subspaces, Montes and the rst
author [13] were able to prove in 1995 the following assertion.
Theorem 1.5. If G  C is a domain that is not isomorphic to C n f0g and
('n) is a runaway sequence of automorphisms of G, then the set HC((C'n))
is spaceable in H(G).
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2. Preliminary results
In order to study the algebraic structure of our family of chaotic func-
tions, we need a number of technical lemmas.
The following result concerns extensions of isomorphisms to the bound-
aries and is due to Osgood and Caratheodory. It can be found in [25]. Recall
that a homeomorphism between two topological spaces A;B is a bijective
bicontinuous mapping A! B, whereas an isomorphism between two planar
domains G;
 is a bijective holomorphic mapping G! 
.
Theorem 2.1. If G; 
 are Jordan domains of C, then there exists a home-
omorphism  : G ! 
 such that the restriction  jG : G ! 
 is an isomor-
phism.
In fact, any isomorphism G ! 
 between Jordan domains (whose exis-
tence is guaranteed by the Riemann mapping theorem) extends to a homeo-
morphism G! 
.
Next, we consider the following important approximation theorem that
is due to Nersesjan (see [19] and [29]). By G1 := G [ f!g we denote the
one-point compactication of the domain G. If A  C, then A0 will stand
for the interior of A.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that G  C is a domain and that F is a closed subset
in G. Assume that G1 n F is connected and locally connected at !. Assume
also that F \lacks long islands" (see Figure 1), that is, for every compact
subset K  G there exists a neighborhood V of ! in G1 such that no com-
ponent of F 0 intersects both K and V . Let " : F ! (0;+1) be continuous
and g : F ! C be a function that is continuous on F and holomorphic in
F 0. Then there exists a function f 2 H(G) such that
jg(z)  f(z)j < "(z) for all z 2 F:
Finally, we turn our attention to the Hilbert space L2(@D) of all (Lebesgue
classes of) measurable functions f : @D ! C with nite quadratic norm
kfk2 := (
R 2
0
jf(ei)j2 d
2
)1=2. Since fzng1n= 1 is an orthonormal basis of
L2(@D), we have that fzngn1 is a basic sequence of L2(@D). Recall that a
sequence fxngn1 in a Banach space (E; k  k) is said to be a basic sequence
whenever every vector x 2 E can be written as x =P1n=1 anxn for a unique
scalar sequence fangn1. Moreover, two basic sequences fxngn1; fyngn1
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Figure 1: Example (left) and counterexample (right) of \lacks long island" property.
are said to be equivalent if, for every sequence fangn1 of scalars, the seriesP1
n=1 anxn converges if and only if the series
P1
n=1 anyn converges. This
happens (see [5]) if and only if there exist two constants m;M 2 (0;+1)
such that
m
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for all scalars a1; : : : ; aJ and all J 2 N. By using the rst inequality, we are
easily driven to the next result, whose proof can be found in [8, Lemma 2.1].
Lemma 2.3. Assume that G is a domain with D  G and that ffjgj1 
H(G) is a sequence such that it is a basic sequence in L2(@D) that is equi-
valent to fzjgj1. If fhl :=
PJ(l)
j=1 cj;lfjgl1 is a sequence in spanffjgj1
converging in H(G), then supl2N
PJ(l)
j=1 jcj;lj2 < +1.
3. Algebraic genericity and spaceability
We are now ready to establish our theorems. Throughout this section
we assume that G is a Jordan domain of C and that ('n) is an injectively
runaway sequence of holomorphic self-maps of G.
Theorem 3.1. The set MCS( (G))\HC((C'n)) is dense-lineable in H(G).
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Proof. By Theorem 2.1, there exists an isomorphism  : G! D that extends
to a homeomorphism  : G! D. Dene  n :=  'n   1 2 H(D) (n 2 N).
Since  and   1 preserve compactness and interchange boundary points, we
reach the following conclusions:
 ('n) is runaway in G if and only if ( n) is runaway in D.
 f 2 HC((C'n)) if and only if f    1 2 HC((C n)).
  2  (G) if and only if    2  (D).
 f 2MCS(( (G))) if and only if f    1 2MCS( (D)).
In view of these points, we obtain that ifM is a dense linear subspace ofH(D)
with M n f0g  MCS(( (D)) \ HC((C n)), then fM := fh   : h 2 Mg
is a dense linear subspace of H(G) satisfying fM n f0g  MCS( (G)) \
HC((C'n)).
Therefore, we can assume without loss of generality that G = D. By
hypothesis, 'n : D ! D (n 2 N) is an injectively runaway sequence with
('n)  H(D). By applying part (c) of Theorem 1.4, we can nd a subse-
quence fn1 < n2 < n3 <   g  N such that for each compact subset K of
D there is some J 2 N for which 'nj(K) \K = ; and 'nj jK is injective for
all j  J . We can consider only the subsequence ('nj) and, after relabeling,
assume that ('nj) is the whole sequence ('n).
Let us prepare a number of tools. Let (qj) be any xed dense sequence
in C. Denote by (Pn) a countable dense subset of H(D) (for instance, an
enumeration of the holomorphic polynomials having coecients with rational
real and imaginary parts). If 0 < r < s < 1, we denote by S(r; s) the spiral
compact set
S(r; s) =

r +
s  r
4


ei :  2 [0; 4]

:
Moreover, we divide N into innitely many strictly increasing sequences
fp(n; j) : j = 1; 2; : : :g (n 2 N).
The beginning of the following construction is sketched (non-scaled) in
Figure 2. Fix a closed ball B1  D with center at the origin and radius
> 1=2. Now, choose r1; s1 with radius(B1) < r1 < s1 < 1. Set S1 := S(r1; s1)
and let K1 be a closed ball with center at the origin satisfying K1  B1[S1.
Next, select m1 2 N such that 'n(K1)\K1 = ; and 'njK1 is injective for all
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Figure 2: First step of the construction of sets Bn, Sn and numbers mn.
n  m1. Now, we begin the second step. Fix a closed ball B2 with center at
the origin and radius > 2=3. Then choose r2; s2 with
maxfjzj : z 2 B2 [ S1 [ 'm1(B1)g < r2 < s2 < 1:
Set S2 := S(r2; s2) and let K2 be a closed ball with center at the origin
containing B2[S2. We can select m2 2 N with m2 > m1 such that 'n(K2)\
K2 = ; and 'njK2 is injective for all n  m2. By proceeding in this way,
we obtain a sequence fm1 < m2 <    < mn <   g of natural numbers, a
sequence (Bn) of balls with center at the origin, and a sequence (Sn) of spiral
compact sets satisfying
radius (Bn) >
n
n+ 1
for all n 2 N;
Bn \ Sk = ; = Bn \ 'mk(Bk) for all n; k 2 N with k  n;
'mn(Bn) \ 'mk(Bk) = ; = Sn \ Sk for all n; k 2 N with k 6= n;
Sn \ 'mk(Bk) = ; for all n; k 2 N; and
'njBk is injective for all n  mk and all k 2 N:
Observe that if Sn = S(rn; sn) then limn!1 rn = 1 = limn!1 sn. Hence the
sequence (Sn) \goes" to @D. Moreover, (Bn) forms an exhaustive sequence
of compact sets of D.
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Next, we consider the sets Fn (n 2 N) given by
Fn = Bn [
1[
j=n
Sj [
1[
j=n
'mj(Bj):
Note that each Fn consists of innitely many pairwise disjoint compact
set without holes, say Fn =
S1
j=1Aj, (at this point, the fact that each
'mj jBj is a homeomorphism from Bj onto 'mj(Bj) is crucial; this follows
from the fact that a bijective map A ! B between topological spaces A;B
{with A compact and B Hausdor{ is necessarily a homeomorphism) with
dist(Aj; Fn nAj) > 0. Therefore D1 n Fn is connected as well as locally con-
nected at !, in fact, it is arc-connected. In addition, Fn clearly lacks long
islands. Dene the function gn : Fn ! C by
gn(z) =
8>>>><>>>>:
Pn(z) if z 2 Bn
qj if z 2 Sp(n;j) and p(n; j)  n
0 if z 2 Sp(k;j) (k 6= n) and p(k; j)  n
Pj('
 1
mp(n;j)
)(z) if z 2 'mp(n;j)(Bp(n;j)) and p(n; j)  n
0 if z 2 'mp(k;j)(Bp(k;j)) (k 6= n) and p(k; j)  n:
From the inverse mapping theorem and from each 'mj jBj : Bj ! 'mj(Bj)
being homeomorphism, one derives that gn is continuous on Fn and holomor-
phic in F 0n . With this in hand, we can apply Theorem 2.2 to G = D, F = Fn,
g = gn and "(z) :=
1 jzj
n
, so obtaining a function fn 2 H(D) satisfying
jfn(z)  gn(z)j < 1  jzj
n
(z 2 Fn; n 2 N): (1)
Dene
M := span ffn : n 2 Ng;
the linear span generated by the functions fn. Observe that (1) and the
denition of gn show that
jfn(z)  Pn(z)j < 1
n
for all z 2 Bn and all n 2 N:
Hence, d(fn; Pn)  ! 0 (n ! 1) for any distance d inducing the topology
of H(D). The denseness of (Pn) in H(G) together with this fact imply the
denseness of (fn). Consequently, M is a dense linear subspace of H(D).
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It remains to prove that M n f0g MCS( (D)) \HC((C'n)). For this,
x f 2 M n f0g. Since MCS( (D)) and HC((C'n)) are invariant under
scaling, we can assume that
f = 1f1 +   + N 1fN 1 + fN : (2)
for some N 2 N and some complex scalars 1; : : : ; N 1. Consider a curve
 2  (D). Then there is at least one point in @D that is not approximated
by . Now, the shape of the sets Sj, the continuity of  and the fact that
 escapes towards @D forces  to intersect all spirals Sj from some j on.
Therefore, there exists j0 2 N such that p(k; j0)  N (k = 1; : : : ; N) and
 \ Sp(N;j) 6= ; (j  j0). Choose points zj 2  \ Sp(N;j) (j  j0). Note that
jzjj  rp(N;j)  rj. According to (1) we get, for every j  j0,
jfN(zj)  qjj = jfN(zj)  gN(zj)j < 1  jzjj
N
< 1  jzjj  1  rj and
jfn(zj)j = jfn(zj) gn(zj)j < 1  jzjj
n
< 1 jzjj  1 rj (n = 1; : : : ; N 1):
Thus we obtain from (2) that
jf(zj)  qjj  jfN(zj)  qjj+
N 1X
n=1
jnfn(zj)j
< (1 +
N 1X
n=1
jnj)(1  rj)  ! 0 (j !1):
The denseness of (qj) in C1 and the facts that (zj)   and (zj) tends to
@D show that C(f) = C1.
Our next task is to demonstrate that such a function f is (C'n)-hypercyclic.
For this, we again resort to (1) and the denition of the functions gn. If f is
as in (2), consider the sequence of balls fBp(N;j)gjj0 , where j0 is such that
p(N; j)  N for all j  j0. Note that it is an exhaustive sequence of compact
subsets of D. If j  j0 and z 2 'mp(N;j)(Bp(N;j)), we have that
jfN(z)  Pj(' 1mp(N;j)(z))j <
1  jzj
N
 1  jzj < 1  radius (Bp(N;j)) and
jfn(z)  0j < 1  jzj
n
 1  jzj < 1  radius (Bp(N;j)) (n = 1; : : : ; N   1):
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We have used that Bq(j)\'(j)(Bq(j)) = ;, where q(j) := p(N; j) and (j) :=
mp(N;j). By changing variables, we get
jfN('(j)(z))  Pj(z)j < 1
q(j)
and
jfn('(j)(z))j < 1
q(j)
for all z 2 Bq(j); all j  j0 and all n 2 f1; : : : ; N  1g:
Putting everything together, we are driven to
jf('(j)(z))  Pj(z)j  jfN('(j)(z))  Pj(z)j+
N 1X
n=1
jnj  jfn('(j)(z))j
<
 
1 +
N 1X
n=1
jnj
!
1
q(j)
for all z 2 Bq(j) and all j  j0. Therefore
sup
z2Bq(j)
jf('(j)(z))  Pj(z)j  ! 0 as j !1:
A reasoning similar to the one showing the denseness of (fn) in H(D) con-
cludes the proof.
Theorem 3.2. The set MCS( (G)) \HC((C'n)) is spaceable in H(G).
Proof. We maintain the notation and all constructions of the proof of The-
orem 3.1. Again, if  : G ! D is an isomorphism and M were an innite
dimensional closed vector subspace of H(D) with M n f0g  MCS( (D)) \
HC((C n)), then fM := fh   : h 2 Mg would be an innite dimen-
sional closed vector subspace of H(G) satisfying fM n f0g  MCS( (G)) \
HC((C'n)). Consequently, we can assume without loss of generality that
G = D.
In this setting, we consider the circle C = fz : jzj = 1=2g  D and the
space L2(C) of all (classes of) Lebesgue measurable functions f : C ! C
with square-integrable modulus, endowed with the norm
kfk2 :=
Z 2
0
jf(ei=2)j2 d
2
1=2
:
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Then the sequence fk(z) := (2z)kgk1 is an orthonormal basis of the sub-
space of L2(C) generated by it. In particular, fkgk1 is a basic sequence in
L2(C). Note that convergence in H(D) implies quadratic convergence in the
space L2(C).
Denote K0 := fz : jzj  1=2g, so that C = @K0. We dene the new set
F := K0 [
1[
j=1
Sj [
1[
j=1
'mj(Bj):
Note that K0 \ Sj = Sj \ Sk = 'mj(Bj) \ 'mk(Bk) = K0 \ 'mj(Bj) =
Sj \'mj(Bj) = Sj \'mk(Bk) = ; (j; k 2 N; j 6= k). Observe that in contrast
with the proof of Theorem 3.1, this time we are considering a unique set F
and not a sequence fFngn1 of sets. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, D1 nF
is connected and locally connected at !. It is plain that F satises the \long
islands" property. Consider the function egn : F ! C given by
egn(z) =
8>>>><>>>>:
(2z)n if z 2 K0
qj if z 2 Sp(n;j)
0 if z 2 Sp(k;j) and k 6= n
Pj('
 1
mp(n;j)
)(z) if z 2 'mp(n;j)(Bp(n;j))
0 if z 2 'mp(k;j)(Bp(k;j)) and k 6= n:
(3)
As in Theorem 3.1, egn is continuous on F and holomorphic in F 0. An appli-
cation of Theorem 2.2 yields the existence of a function efn 2 H(D) satisfying
j efn(z)  egn(z)j < 1  jzj
3n
(z 2 F; n 2 N): (4)
Then we dene fM as the closure in H(D) of the linear manifold generated
by the efn's, that is, fM := span f efn : n 2 Ng:
It is plain that fM is a closed vector subspace of H(D).
Let us prove that fM makes MCS( (D)) \ HC((C'n)) spaceable. First
of all, observe that due to (4) and the denition of egn we have
j efn(z)  (2z)nj < 1
3n
(z 2 C; n 2 N);
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from which we derive that k efn   nk2 < 1=3n (n 2 N). Let fengn1 be
the sequence of coecient functionals corresponding to the basic sequence
fngn1. Since kenk2 = 1 (n  1), one obtains
1X
n=1
kenk2k efn   nk2 < 1X
n=1
1
3n
=
1
2
< 1: (5)
From (5) and the basis perturbation theorem [18, p. 50] it follows that
f efngn1 is also a basic sequence in L2(C) that is equivalent to fngn1.
In particular, the functions efn (n 2 N) are linearly independent. Hence fM
has innite dimension.
Fix f 2 fM n f0g. We show that f 2 MCS( (D)) and f 2 HC((C'n)).
Since the convergence in H(D) is stronger than the convergence in L2(C),
we have that (the restriction to C of) f is in M0 := closureL2(C)(span f efn :
n 2 Ng). Therefore f has a (unique) representation f = P1n=1 cn efn in
L2(C), because f efngn1 is a basic sequence in this space. Since f 6 0,
there exists N 2 N with cN 6= 0. Due to the invariance under scaling,
we can assume cN = 1. On the other hand, there is a sequence fhl :=PJ(l)
j=1 cj;l
efjgl1  span f efn : n 2 Ng (without loss of generality, we can
assume that J(l)  N for all l) converging to f compactly in D. By Lemma
2.3 (to be more accurate, by a slightly modied version of such lemma where
D; @D; fzngn1 are respectively replaced by fjzj < 1=2g, C, fngn1), one
gets
 := sup
l2N
J(l)X
j=1
jcj;lj2 < +1: (6)
But fhlgl1 also converges to f in L2(C), so the continuity of each projection
1X
j=1
dj efj 2M0 7! dm 2 C (m 2 N)
yields that
lim
l!1
cN;l = 1: (7)
In particular, the sequence fcN;lgl1 is bounded, say
jcN;lj   (l 2 N): (8)
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As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we get that for a prescribed curve  2
 (D), there is j0 2 N with  \ Sp(N;j) 6= ; for all j  j0. Then we select
points zj 2  \ Sp(N;j) (j  j0). Since jzj  rk for all z 2 Sk, it follows that
1  jzjj  1  rp(N;j)  1  rj  ! 0 (j !1): (9)
Since hl ! f compactly in D and the singleton fzjg is compact, we have
that for each j  j0 there is l0(j) 2 N satisfying
jf(zj)  hl(zj)j < 1
j
(l  l0(j)): (10)
Moreover, from (7), the existence of a number l = l(j) 2 N follows, with
l  l0(j), such that
jcN;l   1j < 1
j(1 + jqjj) : (11)
By using (4), (6), (8), (9), (10), (11), the triangle inequality and the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality, we obtain
jf(zj)  qjj  jf(zj)  hl(zj)j+ jhl(zj)  qjj
 jf(zj)  hl(zj)j+ jcN;l efN(zj)  qjj+ J(l)X
k=1
k 6=N
jck;l efk(zj)j
 jf(zj)  hl(zj)j+ jcN;l( efN(zj)  egN(zj))j+ j(cN;l   1)qjj
+
0@J(l)X
k=1
jck;lj2
1A1=2
0B@ 1X
k=1
k 6=N
j efk(zj)j2
1CA
1=2
 1
j
+
(1  rj)
3N
+
jqjj
j(1 + jqjj) + 
1=2
 1X
k=1

1  rj
3k
2!1=2
<
1
j
+ (1  rj) + 1
j
+

8
1=2
(1  rj)  ! 0 (j !1):
Then limj!1(f(zj)   qj) = 0. Since fqjgj1 is dense in C1, the sequence
ff(zj)gj1 is also dense in C1, so f 2MCS( (D)).
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It remains to demonstrate that f 2 HC((C'n)). As in the \hypercyclici-
ty" part of the proof of Theorem 3.1, we set q(j) := p(N; j), (j) := mp(N;j)
(j 2 N). If z 2 '(j)(Bq(j)) then we obtain from (4) that
j efN(z)  Pj(' 1(j)(z))j < 1  jzj3N < 1  jzj < 1q(j)
and j efk(z)j < 1  jzj
3k
for all k 6= N:
By changing variables, we get for all j 2 N and all z 2 Bq(j) that
j efN('(j)(z))  Pj(z)j < 1
q(j)
(12)
and
j efk('(j)(z))j < 1
q(j)3k
(k 6= N): (13)
Now recall that hl ! f compactly in D. Therefore for each j 2 N there
exists l0(j) 2 N satisfying
jf(z)  hl(z)j < 1
j
(z 2 '(j)(Bq(j)); l  l0(j)): (14)
Moreover, it follows from (7) that there is l = l(j) 2 N with l  l0(j) for
which
jcN;l   1j < 1
j(1 + maxz2Bq(j) jPj(z)j)
: (15)
Putting together (12), (13), (14) and (15), and using again the triangle
inequality as well as the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain for every
z 2 Bq(j) that
j(C'(j)f)(z)  Pj(z)j  jf('(j)(z))  hl('(j)(z))j+ jhl('(j)(z))  Pj(z)j
 jf('(j)(z))  hl('(j)(z))j
+ jcN;l efN('(j)(z))  Pj(z)j+ J(l)X
k=1
k 6=N
jck;l efk('(j)(z))j
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< jf('(j)(z))  hl('(j)(z))j
+ jcN;l( efN('(j)(z))  Pj(z))j+ j(cN;l   1)Pj(z)j
+
0B@ J(l)X
k=1
k 6=N
jck;lj2
1CA
1=20B@ 1X
k=1
k 6=N
j efk(Pj(z))j2
1CA
1=2
<
1
j
+

q(j)
+
1
j
+
1=2
q(j)
 1X
k=1
1
9k
!1=2
<
2 +  + (=8)1=2
j
:
Thus limj!1 supz2Bq(j) j(C'(j)f)(z)   Pj(z)j = 0. Since fPjgj1 is dense
in H(D) and fBq(j)gj1 is an exhausting sequence of compact sets in D, we
derive that fC'(j)fgj1 is dense in H(D). In turn, this trivially implies that
fC'nfgn1 is dense in H(D), that is, f 2 HC((C'n)). This completes the
proof.
Remark 3.3.
1. Theorems 3.1-3.2 complement the results in [9], where simultaneous
inner and outer behavior has been discovered. Specically, in [9] the
dense-lineability and the spaceability ofMCS( (D))\U(D) are stated,
where U(D) denotes the family of functions f 2 H(D) satisfying that,
for any xed compact set K  C n D with connected complement,
the Taylor partial sums of f approximate uniformly any continuous
function on K that is holomorphic on K0.
2. A minor change in the proof of the last theorem shows that, for an
injectively runaway sequence ('n) of holomorphic self-maps on a simply
connected domain G, the set HC((C'n)) is always spaceable. Namely,
consider the same set F as in the last proof but without the spirals (i.e.
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F = K0 [
S1
j=1 'mj(Bj)), and consider as egn : F ! C the function
egn(z) =
8<:
(2z)n if z 2 K0
Pj('
 1
mp(n;j)
)(z) if z 2 'mp(n;j)(Bp(n;j))
0 if z 2 'mp(k;j)(Bp(k;j)) and k 6= n:
Then take fM as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 and conclude the demon-
stration in a similar (but shorter) way. This extends [23, Theorem 3.1]
due to Grosse-Erdmann and Mortini and complements Theorem 1.5.
We want to complete this study by showing that, as a matter of fact,
the algebraic genericity enjoyed by our family of functions is even stronger
than that exhibited in Theorem 3.1. To be more precise, we will be able
to state the existence of a dense vector subspace of H(G) with maximal
algebraic dimension (that is, its dimension equals c := the cardinality of the
continuum) all of whose non-zero members are compositionally hypercyclic
and have maximal cluster sets along any admissible curve tending to the
boundary. Note that, since H(G) is a separable complete metrizable space,
we have dim (H(G)) = c. Thus c is the maximal dimension allowed for any
subspace of H(G).
Theorem 3.4. The set MCS( (G))\HC((C'n)) is maximal dense-lineable
in H(G), that is, there exists a dense vector subspace Mmax in H(G) satis-
fying
dim (Mmax) = c and Mmax n f0g MCS( (G)) \HC((C'n)):
Proof. We only sketch the proof, because it is based upon the constructions
given in the proofs of Theorems 3.1-3.2, whose notation we keep. The details
are left to the interested reader. Once more, it is enough to consider the case
G = D.
We divide N into innitely many pairwise disjoint strictly increasing
sequences fp(n; j) : j = 1; 2; : : :g (n  0). Observe that the sequence
fp(0; j)gj1 occurs here for the rst time. In turn, we divide fp(0; j)gj1 into
innitely many pairwise disjoint strictly increasing sequences f(n; j)gj1
(n  1). Now we dene M := span ffngn1 as in the proof of Theorem 3.1,
with the sole exception that, in the selection of the corresponding \close"
functions gn (n  1), each of these is dened as 0 on
S
p(0;j)n Sp(0;j) [
'mp(0;j)(Bp(0;j)). On the other hand, to select the functions
efn via Nersesjan's
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theorem, we dene the functions egn similarly to the proof of Theorem 3.2,
with the unique change that the numbers p(n; j) in equation (3) are respec-
tively replaced by the numbers (n; j). Now, we dene fM := span f efngn1
and
Mmax := span (M [ fM):
Because of the density of M in H(D), we plainly have that Mmax is a
dense vector subspace of H(D). Moreover, since dim (fM) = c, we also have
dim (Mmax) = c.
Finally, let f 2 Mmax n f0g. If f 2 M , we have already proved that
f 2MCS(( (D)) \HC((C'n)). If f 2Mmax nM , then one can write
f = ef + mX
k=1
kfk;
for certain ef 2 fM nf0g, 1; : : : ; m 2 C and m 2 N. At this point, we would
proceed by combining the techniques of the proofs of Theorems 3.1{3.2. The
function ef should assume the role of the main function for approximations,
while the fk's are small in the sets to be considered (here the role played by
the new sequence fp(0; j)gj1 is relevant).
We conclude this paper by posing the following problem, which was the
original germ of this work.
Problem. Let (Tn) be a hereditarily densely hypercyclic sequence of ope-
rators on H(G). Is the set MCS( (G)) \HC((Tn)) dense-lineable? Under
what conditions is it spaceable? We do not know the answer even in the
simpler case (Tn) = (T
n).
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